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Long ago there was a coyote named Stardust. She was constantly wondering about the Earth's secrets. One day she wondered about the Sun...back then it was up forever.
Stardust was great at getting what she wanted. So she asked her friend Eagle if she could borrow her wings. Eagle said "Sure, they'll grow back."

The day after, Stardust flew to the Sun and asked "Why are you always up?". The Sun said Moon wouldn't come up. So Stardust went to the moon.
The Moon told her that she didn’t know when to come up, so Stardust told her that she would tell the Sun that when she howled he would go down and Moon would rise. She told the Sun and then Stardust flew back to Earth. When she got there she got her name from the stardust on her fur. When she howled the system worked, the Moon rose.
But the next time it didn't work. So she went back up, as it turned out Moon and Sun were fighting. She tried to get between them but got blasted to bits. Her bones became stars, and at a price too high the Moon finally rose.
Now when a coyote howls they are mourning her lost spirit.
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The End